
TATA JAGUAR MERGING

Jaguar Land Rover Automotive PLC is the holding company of Jaguar Land Rover Limited, a British multinational
automotive company with its headquarters in Whitley, Coventry, United Kingdom, and a subsidiary of Indian automotive
company Tata Motors. Both marques have long and complex histories prior to their merger â€“ Jaguar.

A top official at Tata Motors told Autocar Professional that the acquisition has given both the companies the
right kind of global exposure, with the technical departments at both the companies receiving the right kind of
insight for the right product. UK is one of the 5 major car manufacturing countries in the Europe Lockhart 
You'll be glad to know Ford has been making great progress â€¦ we're sure you will agree. Page 35 4. It has
even announced a timeline for the electrification of its entire range. In , Ford produced 6. Hence, the
generalisability is low. Apprehensions started creeping into the whole scope of the acquisition as both Tata
and JLR catered to completely different segments in the passenger car segment. Background UK automobile
sector is one of the most vibrant and diverse sector. Tata Motors, India's biggest car company, has appointed
advisors to evaluate a bid and signed a confidentiality agreement with Ford to access financial details of the
two brands which have a combined British workforce of 19,, the Business Standard daily quoted unnamed
sources as saying last month. During this period Jaguar and Land Rover owned by Ford were also suffering
the huge losses due to recession. Ford was looking for potential buyers for Jaguar and Land Rover after 3
years of continuous backdrop in the sales. Statesman, N. Then later on, after merging with Leyland, which had
already overtaken Rover and Standard Triumph, it came to be known as British Leyland Motor Corporation in 
Analysts said that barring a global economic recession, they expected Jaguar Land Rover to continue to do
well because it was about to release several new models, including a redesigned version of its flagship Range
Rover and the F-Type. The development strengthened the case for Tata Motors, which is now pitted against
private equity firm One Equity Partners that has roped in former Ford boss Jacques Nasser as an advisor.
Mergers and Acquisition was one of the ways of tackling the problems caused by recession. This requires us to
grow aggressively in focused areas of business. There were questions like:- Is the U. Sales of Tata cars were
up an anemic 4 percent in the previous fiscal year. Sherman Companies enter merger and acquisition deal so
that they could enter new market or a new product line. JLR trade union leaders were initially not sure whether
jobs in UK would remain secure.


